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stars as propitious for the marriage Seasons of family mourn-
ing are always carefully avoided The day fixed, letters of
invitation, termed kunkotree, are spnnkled with rose colored
water and forwarded to the kindred of both bridegroom and
bride They run in something like the following strain —
' To the dweller at the auspicious Shree Ahmedabadj the
' great and excellent place of residence, to the worship worthy
' treasury of all good qualities, the benefactor of others, the
 *	able administrator of affairs of state, the head-jewel of the
' clever, who knows the qualities of the fourteen sciences and
' is deserving of every epithet, *• Shetjee, Shree, five tunes
 *	repeated,   Samuldas   Bechurdas,   and   Shet   Kurumchund
' Purumchund, may your lives be long!    Here from Shree
' Mhowa the  sea-port wiites  Sha Atmaram Bhoodhurdas
' Receive his salutation of " victory to Gopal! "   (Knshn)
' Further, the following is, the cause of writing —All is well
' and prosperous here Be pleased to write intelligence of your
' prosperity Understand besides, that sister Kunkoo Baee's
' maniage-day is appointed to be Wednesday, the 2nd of the
' dark half of Chyetra Therefore do you, bringing the whole
' of your family with you, come speedily By your coming
' the work will be adorned *
Then follows the date Sometimes, if previous invitations
have not been treated with sufficient attention, the writer
adds,—
' You we,re not able to attend brother Chugun's marriage,
4 but if you fail to come on the present occasion, you and I will
' not be able to drink water together again I say little but
' consider it much'
About twenty days before the marriage, the houses of the
parents are carefully cleansed, and adorned by the wealthy
with strings of pearls or handsomely embroidered curtains, and
by the poor with garlands of leaves In front a temporary
building, called mundup, is erected, which, in the case of poor
persons, is merely a thatched hut, but where the higher classes
are concerned, is frequently a very brilliant pantomime-like
edifice, lined with mirrors and adorned with lamps, rich
1 This expression being considered somewhat equivocal, it has of
late been usual to insert the qualifying word * good T before epithet
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